Seminar in teaching making

hen visual anarchists c

by Gerald O'Grady

Jonas Mekas and 25 other independent film-makers came to
SUNY/Buffalo last December for a "Seminar in Teaching
Making . " The general experimentation at all levels of education
in the 1960s, the gradual understanding of the importance of

tic and bioenergetic theories of life- former film-maker Shirley Clarke
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and others .
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strongest "interlopers," their activities usually marred by a fatal attraction for popular culture and entertainment, a complete reluctance
to deal with the documentary heritage, and, strangely, an aversion for
the independent film "poets" who
came to the conference.
So I am disturbed that - film, which is still without a tutorial tradition, is being departmentalized and
compartmentalized . and to make a
lung-standing complaint briefly . I
should like to see it grounded . t o
borrow a Aord from Paul Tillich . i n
the human body . a concern for physiological and psychological behavior ; the student body . the social
interaction in which we are all
teachers and learner's from birth to
death in an information environment
which is already an open global
university ; and the world's body in
which we would extend the physical
and biological concepts of ecology to
include the artistic endeavors of men
and women as critical factors in the
rnairrtenance of our ecological balarule .
There are signs of hope . In the past
year, more of Jonas's "Movie Journal" columns have been oil non-film
c-vents than in any previous time .
Anthology Film Archives is now
publishing a film and video bulletin .
Jacques 1 .cXIuux, the ctrratbr of tire
(loyal Film Archives in Belgium and
organizer of' the world's best experintental film festival every five
years, was reef rrtly in town and
decided that this Dccernber's festival Will feature a special event
\rhich would highlight video in its
iconic and environmental forms . It
may be that we can yet move filmie
activity toward that human wholeness which "Nlovie Journal" has
.stood for since its inception .
Jt1 .NAS Nll-:K .%S is on vacation .
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issues . whct .' :cr crearivitv in fiim or
any other art could he taught at all .
' .Ahether schoo'.. ; were the proper
institutions in which to attempt it,
and whether teaching placed the
artist's own creative impulse in
peril . Stan Brakhagc and Peter Kubelka raised provocative questions
about all of these . One wondered
' whctli_er film-making_ . ,a~ ., " acecr
which one could prepare tot' . or t
difi ferent or ,
ur ;c usu  f
issoclated with schools .
Another problem surfaced which
has great implications about how
film will locate itself within the
university and, soon, within the
lower schools . Mhat should be the
learning context of fiim'.
What
seemed a reluctance or inability to
deal with it left me disturbed .
Some of the artists who had begun
as film-makers had moved into
video-Vanderbcek and Emshwiller .
for examples ; the younger Scott
Bartlett had been incorporating
video into his films from the beginning : and Bill I?tra and !Woody Vasulka, though the latter had a film
background . were already teaching
the nation's first college courses in
the experimental electronic image .
Although many of the film-makers
present had engaged in and were
supportive of a variety of activities
which could broadly be considered
as para-cinematic or multi-media,
there seemed a resistance to interfacing the moving images of celluloid with those electronically generated on videotape, and an
unconcern and sometimes ignorance
about the structuring of electronic
imagery and all of its richly contemplative and performance-oriented offshoots, such as in-spin and
closed circuit feedback . already
being enlarged upon in the work of
t <

